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SITl~IIlABY

This paper conaiders the effect of innovationa on inflation and re-examines
the Friedman hypothesis concerning the relationship between the mean and variance

of inflation. We implement a new procedure to obtain approximate maximum
likelihood estimates of an ARFIMA-GARCH process; which is fractionally integrated

I(d) with a superimposed stationary ARMA component ín ita conditional nean.

Additionally, this long memory procesa is allowed to have GARCH type conditional

heteroskedasticity. On analyzing monthly post World War II CPI inflation for ten

different countries, we find strong evidence of long memory but alao mean

reverting behavior, for all countries except Japan which apears atationary. For

the high inflation economies there is subatantial evidence in favor of the

Fríedman hypothesis with high inflation leading to increased volatility.

JEL Classification: C13, C22, E31
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I. Introduction

Tha aggregate price level ia clearly one of the key variables ín

understanding the macroeconomy. One important issue concerns how aggregate

pricea reapond to shocks. Many studíes such as Nelson and Schwert (1977), Barsky

(1987) and Ball and Cecchetti (1990) have found evidence of two unit roots ín

prices, so that any shock has a permanent effect on inflation. This apparent

nonatationarity of inflation ia far from innocuous in terms of its economic

implicationa. For example, there is widespread evidence that nominal interest

rates contain a unit root, e.g., Fama and Gibbons (1982) and Mankiw and Miron

(1986). If we accept these findings, it follows that for real rates of interest

to be stationary, as claimed by Fama (1975), then inflation should necessarily

have a unit root and also be cointegrated with tha nominal intarest rate. The

alternative possibility of expost real rates of interest being nonstationary

poses problems for the interpretation of conventíonal capital asset prícing

models; Rose (1988) discusses some of these issues.

An inflation process which is non-stationary also preaenta difficultíes in

the construction of optimal policy rules of the type suggested by McCallum

(1988). Some of these isauas are further descríbed by Baillie (1989) in the

context of attempting to construct a commodity price rule to use for monetary

policy.

Many previous atudies have examined the relationship between the mean and

the variability of inflation. Okun (1971) dealt extenaívely with this

relationship in the context of the apparent trade-off between inflation and

unemployment implied by the Phillips curve. Okun's theory was based on the

supposed non-linearity of the Phillips curve, and maintained that countríes which

concentrated on output or employment stability would be operating at the ateep
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end of the Phillips curve and hence would be more likely to experience not only

hlgher average levels of ínflation but alao increased varlabílity of inflation.

Friedman (1977), in his Nobel lecture, has also emphasized the variability

of inflatíon, its relationahip to the mean of inflation and ita impact on

economic activity overall. Low variance inflation is generally associated with

costs due to transactions and institutional rigídities. Cotrversely high variance

inflation, whích is clearly less easily predicted, ia generally associated with

greater welfare loases. Nigh variance inflation impacts riak averse agents and

diminishes the efficiency of intertemporal allocation decisions. Friedman (1977)

argues that increased levels of inflatlon reduce the predictability of future

inflation, increases uncertainty and hence lead to correspondingly higher levele

of the variance of inflation.

Several authors have also discusaed the relationahip between the

variability of inflation and other elements of the macroeconomy. For exaaple,

Walsh (1984) uses mean-variance analysís in a rational expectationa framework to

examine how the variances of money and prices affect money demand functiona.

Sweeney (1987) considers inflation variability in a CAPM approach and finds that

increases in inflation variability reduce the attractiveneas of holding real cash

balances, and increases the proportion of assets held in equitiea. Sweeney

(1987) finds the total effect to be one of reducing equity's beta coefficiant in

the CAPN and the firm's discount rate. Sweeney alao discuasea the role of the

variability of inflation and íta relatíonship with real output. A more formal

theoretícal model ís due to Demetriades (1988), who ahows that asymmetric

stabilization policíes can lead to a poaitive relationship between the mean and

the varíance of inflation. Also, Devereux (1989) considera a diacretionary

equilibrium model where the leval of wage indexation is related to the variance
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of real dlsturbancea and leads to a model conaistent with the Friedman

hypotheais. Several other notable atudies discusaing the mean and variabílity

of inflatíon are due to Logue and W111ett (1976), Foster (1978), Cukierman and

Wachtel (1979) and Taylor (1981).

We conaíder monthly Consumer Pzice Indicea (CPI) dating back to 1948 for

all the G7 low inflation economies and also for three high inflation economiea.

We then consider the poasibillty that the inflatíon series are a long

memory, fractionally differenced proceas with time dependent heteroakedasticity.

Considerable motivation exiats for this assumption. First, the application of

standard unít root teats indicates that apart from Japan, the null hypothesis of

a unit root can be rejected for the low inflation countries. Also the

appllcation of the KPSS test, ahowa that the null hypothesea of atationary, I(0)

behavior for inflation can also be rejected. Secondly, the econometric

eatimation results indicate the exiatence of long memory, fractional integration

for all countries inflation, except Japan.

One contribution of this paper is to extend the ARFINA procesa, which has

a fractionally integrated conditional mean with the Generalized Autoregresaive

Conditional Heteroskedastic (GARCH) procesa to deacribe tima dependent

heteroskedasticity. The conditional density of the innovations is student t, or

Normal, depending on the degree of kurtosis in the data. We use an approximate

maximum likelihood estímator ([4.E), which i s more fully described in Baillie and

Chung (1992) to estimate this model.

The resulta are striking. Apart from Japan all the low inflation aeriea

appear to have long memory, but mean reverting behavior; and also exhibit the

preaence of peraiatent conditíonal heteroskedasticity. For the high inflation

countrias thers is aupport for the Friedman hypothesia with atrong interactions
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between the conditional mean and variance of inflation. The final section
presents a brief conclusíon.

2. The AHFIMA-GARCH Proceas: Population Characteristics
The most general model used in this paper can be denoted as the ARFIMA

(p,d,q)-GARCH (P,Q) process,

(1) (1-1-)d(Yt - l~) - b'xlt t áot t ut

(2) ~(L)ut - B(L)Et

(3)

(4)

Et~~t-1 - D(0. o~)

~(L)oC - to t o(L)et } 7~x2t

where yt - 100A1og CPIt and is CPI inflation, xlt and x2t are vectors of

predetermined variables, p is the mean of the process, ~(L) - 1-~1L -...-~pLp,

B(L) - 1tB1L -...tBqLq, ~(L) - 1-~1L -...-~PLP, a(L) - c1L t n2L2 t...taQLQ and

all the roots of ~(L), B(L), Q(L) and u(L) lie outside the unit circle. With 6

- 0 and b- 0, equations (1) and (2) descríbe the ARFIMA proceas introduced by

Granger (1980, 1981) and Granger and Joyeux (1980). With á r 0, the model is

extended to allow volatility to influence mean inflation. The innovations ct are

assumed to follow a conditíonal density D, whlch is either Normal or Student t

and the time dependent heteroskedasticity ot follows the GARCH, Generalized

Autoregressive Conditionally Heteroskedastic, or GARCH(P,Q) model of Engle (1982)

and Bollerslev (1986). Lagged inflation, which is predetermined, ia allowed to
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possibly enter tha conditional varíance equatíon (4) through being included in

x2t.
The theoretical population characteristics of ARFIIiA processes and

particularly fractionally integrated white noise have been extensively studied

by Granger (1980), Granger and Joyeux (1980) and Nosking (1981). In particular

a procesa yt is said to be integrated of order d where -0.5 t d ~ 0.5 if

(5) (1 - L)dYt - ut

and where ut is I(0). In the simplest case where ut is iid (0, 02) white noise,

yt is said to be fractionally integrated white noiae. One sided representations

are then given by:

~
(6) Yt - -iEl x~Yt-j t ut

and

(~) yt - j~o ~jut-.i

m

and are derived from binomial expansiona. The coefficients have the form

and

r(j-d)
r(-d)r(jtl)

~ ~
r(jtd)

j r(d)r(jtl)

where r(-) i s the gamma function. Clearly when ut ia iid (0, 02), (6) and (7)

have the interpretation of being infinite autoregresaive and infinite moving
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average representations. For -0.5 ~ d~ 0.5 the process yt ia covariance

stationary and the moving average coefficients dacay at a relatively slow

hyperbolic rate compared with the atandard stationary and invertible ARMA process

where the i6 coefficients decline exponentially wíth j. Granger (1980) and Geweke

and Porter-Hudak (1983) give expressions for the autocorrelation function of yt.

3. The ARFIMA-CARCH Process: Estimatíon

Several alternative eatimation procedurea have been proposed for the

stationary and invertible ARFINA (p,d,q) procesa ín equation (5). Initially,

Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983), GPH, proposed a semi parametric two atep

estimator. From equation (S) and using the property of linear filtera, it

follows that

fy(~) - ~1-e-i~l-2dfu(w),

or equivalently, that

fyí~) - [4sin2(~~Z)]-dfuíw)

where fy(m) and fu(~) ara the spectral densities of y and u respectively. On

taking logaríthms and evaluating at the harmonic ordinates wj - 2xj~T,

log(fy(~j)] - log(fu(0)]-d log[4ainZ(~j~2)] t log(fy(~rj)~fu(0)].
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Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983) obtaín an eatimate of d from estimating the

above relationship by OIS over a range of lov frequenciea ~1, `~2, .. ~m and with

fy(~~) beíng replaced wíth the periodogram. The GPH estimator is attractive in

the aenae of its posaible robuatnese to non normality of ut ,and has been

implemented in atudies such as Diebold and Rudebusch ( 1989). Nowever

Agiakloglou, Newbold and Wohar (1992) have shown the GFN eatimator of d to be

serioualy biaeed when ut exhibits aubatantial autocorrelation.

For the ARFINA (p,d,q) proceas

~(L)(1-L)d(Yt-N) - B(L)~t

and where et has an unconditional N(O,o2) distríbution; Sowell (1992) has

províded an exact time domain maximum likelihood eatimator, while Fox and Taqqu

(1986) have dezived an approximate maximum likelihood estimator based on the

frequency domain. Sowell's full NLE requirea inversion of a TxT matrix of

autocovariancea at each iteration. For fractionally integrated whíte noise, each

autocovariance ia a ratio of gaama functiona, while for the more general ARFIMA

(p,d,q) proceea, a typical autocovariance is a nonlinear function of

hypergeometríc functions. Nence even for an ARFIMA process with NID (O,o2)

disturbances, full NI.E is relatively difficult.

In order to eatimata the relatively complicated ARFINA-GARCH process, given

by equationa (1) through (4) we usa the approximate NLE provlded by Baillie and

Chung (1992). In this atudy we calculate the estimator based on the asaumption

that the conditional density D, is either Normal or student t. When density, D

is atudent t with v degrees of freedon, than following Bollerslev (1987) the
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approximate log likelíhood from T observations, which neglects starting values
can be expressed as

log f(a,d:y) - T[log I'(vZl) - log P(2) - 2 log (v-2)]

T
(8) - 2 E [log ot t(vtl) log(ltet ot2 (~-2)-1],

t-1

where a is a vector of all the parameters in the model apart from d.
In the case of conditional normalíty the approximate log likelihood reducea

to the well known expression,

log f (a, d:y) - - 1 E(log oi t et at2)2T

Baillíe and Chung (1992) discuss the details of the numerical computation

of the approximate MLE. For the stationary and invertible ARFIMA-GARCH process

in equations (1) through (4) all the parameters MLE will be Th consistent, except

the estimate of p which is Ty-d consístent. Baillie and Chung (1992) find from
símulation evidence that the approximate MLE generally performs well ín sample

sizes of at least 100.

In the case of unconditional normality of et in (2), it ia posslble to

compare the properties of the approximate MLE with that of the full 4II..E due to

Sowell (1992). In a detailed simulation study Baillie and Chung (1992) find that

the approximate MLE performs surprisingly well in eample sizea of at least 100.

Hence neglecting the initial conditions doea not appear a practical problem for
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the sample aizes and range of valuea of d encountered in this etudy. Of course,

for the far more co~lícated ARFINA-GARCN proceas, full NI.E ís intractable and

the approximate MLE ia the only currently available estimation technique.

4. Tha Peraiatencs and nariabilit~ of Inflation

Many previoua atudies have examined the characteríatics of aggregate

inflation. Some researchera, such ae Klein (1976), Barsky (1987) and Ball and

Cecchetti (1990) have emphasized the te~oral propertiea of the mean. Nelaon and

Schwert (1977) and Klein (1976) have found evidence to impoae a unit root in a

uodel for inflation; Barsky (1987) argues that in~lation was covariance

stationary until 1960 and subsequently became nonstationary. Ball and Cecchetti

(1990) decompose inflatíon into a tranaitory and a permanent component, which !s

then repreaented as a random walk. Hence Ball and Cecchetti impoae a

nonstationary model for aggregate or composite inflation.

The autocorrelatíon functiona for the CPI (Consumer Price Index) ínflation

seriea for Argentina, Brazil, Canada, France, Germany, Israel, Italy, Jepan and

the UK and the U.S. are presented in Table 1, The data are monthly, are not

aeasonally adjusted and many exhibit the clear pattern of slow decay and

peraietence. The autocorrelationa of the firet differenced inflation aeriee in

Table 2 generally appear to be over differenced with large negative

autocorrelationa at lag one and have relatively little other autocorrelation.

Wichern (1973) has noted that auch an autocorrelation pattern is consistent

with the properties of an ARIHA (0,1,1) procesa where the moving average

parameter is negative and is relatively cloae to minus one. Schwert (1987) has

discussed the performance of the Dickey and Fuller (1979, 1981) and Phillips

Perron teata of Phillíps (1987), Phillips and Perron (1988) and Perron (1988),
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when the true data generating proceas is I(1) with a large negative moving

average coefficíent. Schwert concludea that the above tests tend to be biased

towards rejecting a unit root in favor of an I(0) stationary procesa. On fínding

the true distributíon of the Díckey and Ftiller r test analogous to a regreasion

t statistic, Schwert (1987, page 98) concludes that for the US CPI aeries, the

"unit root hypothesis should not be rejected". In a study involving seven

countríes' inflation rates, Baillie (1989 p. 211), notes that "CPI aeriea are

bozderline I(2), or ... 'near integrated' I(2)", and concludes that "aggregate

prices and inflation are not well described by the ARIMA class of modela".

Most of the standard tests for stationarity involve a null hypothesís

containing a unit root. Classical statistical hypothesis testing generally

ensures that a null hypothesis is only rejected in the face of very atrong

evídence against it. If an investigator wishes to test atationarity as a null

and has strong priors in its favor, then it is not clear that the conventional

Dickey Fuller parameterization is very useful. Kwiatkowski, Phillipa, Schmidt

and Shin (1992), henceforth KPSS, have developed an alternative approach of

teating for unit roots and they impose stationarity under the null. On assuming

that a time series can be decomposed into the sum of a determiniatic trend,

random walk and stationary I(0) disturbance, KPSS show that a acore teat of the

null of atationarity can be based on the atatistic

n - T~2EStIa2(k)~

t
where S - E et i-1 i
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is the partial aum of the residuala ei, when the aeries has been regressed on an

íntercept and poasibly also a time trend, and T is the sample size. s2(k) is a

conaiatent non-parametric estimate of the diaturbance variance; it is computed

in an identical manner to ita equivalent in the Phillipa and Perron teat by using

a Bartlett window adjuatment based on the firat k sample autocovariances as

suggested by Newey and West (1987). When the reaíduals are computed from an

equation with only an intercept, the test atatistic i s denoted by qp, and when

a time trend is íncluded in the initial regresaion, the test statistic is denoted

by ~r. Under the null hypothesis of the series being I(0), KPSS ahow that both

q and qf are asymptotically functiona of a Brownian bridge and they produce
Y
tables of critical valuea. The critical values for qp and qT are .739 and .216

at the .O1 level and .463 and .146 at the .OS level respectively. The teat ia

an upper tail test.

The combined use of the Phillips Perron (PP) and KPSS test statistics gives

rise to four possible outcomes:

(i) Rejection by the PP statistic and failure to reject by the KPSS

statiatic ia viewed as atrong evidence of covariance stationarity, i.e., an I(0)

process;

(Li) Failure to reject by the PP and rejection by the KPSS statistic

appears to be strongly indicative of a unit root, i.e., an I(1) process;

(ili) Failure to reject by both the PP and KPSS statistícs is probably due

to the data being insufficiently informa.tive on the long run characteristics of

the proceas; and finally;

(iv) Rejection by both the PP and KPS atatistics presumably indicates

evidence of some procesa that is neither well described by an I(1) or I(0)

process. While KPSS describe their null hypothesis as one of stationarity, it
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is more readily deacribed as one of mixing, since it satiafies the regularity

conditíons of Phillips (1987) and Phillips and Perron (1988). Since fractionally

integrated I(d) processes do not satiafy these conditions, rejection by the KPSS

statiatic is consiatent wíth fractionally integrated I(d) behavior. Considerable

additional motivation for fractional integration has been provided by Diebold and

Rudebusch (1991), who showa that Dickey Fuller unit root tests have low power ín

distinguishing unit roots from fractional alternatives.

Table 3 presents reaults of applyíng the PP and KPS testa to the ten

inflation series. For Azgentina, Brazil, Canada, France, Italy, Israel, UK and

the US situation (iv) above arises where it is possible to reject both a unit

root and stationarity. Hence for eíght countriea there is evidence that

inflatíon may not be generated by an I(0) or I(1) process and Ls at least

suggestive of fractional integration.

However, for both Germany and Japan the PP and KPS test statiatics are

indicative of inflation being I(0) in these countriea. Indeed, subaequent

estimation of an ARFIMA-GARCH models for Japan realized an eatimated value of d

close and not significantly different to zero. For Germany, the eatimated value

of d was relatively amall, .18; but was aignificantly different to zero.

Table 4 reports the autocorrelations of the filtered US CPI aeries whích

are obtained from equation (6) for differant values of d. The filtered saries

have their ínitial 30 observations discarded to avoid start up problema.

Although they do not provide any formal evidence for the reasonableness of the

fractionally integrated model, the autocorrelations in Table 4 are at leaat

indicative of US, CPI inflation being fractionally integrated.

The extremes are of substantial persistence in the original inflation

series (d-0) to the case of apparent over differencíng (d-1). Between theae
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extreme valuea of d there is a range of valuea, particularly ín the .3 to .5

range, where the US inflation series appears covarlance stationary. Símilar

patterna are alao apparent for the other countries' inflation series, but are not

reported for reasona of apace.

To further extend the above intuition, Table 5 reporta the estímation of

ARFIMA (O,d,l) - GARCH (1,1) - student t, processes for the US CPI inflation,

over a grid of different values of d. Hence the eatimated models in Table 5 are

approximate MLE conditional on the value of d. Denoting the full likelihood as

f(a,d;y), where a is the vector of parameters being estimated; the likelihood

conditional on d is given by f~(a;y), where

~
f(a.d:Y)~(d)f (a:Y),

where J(d) ia the Jacobian of the tranformation from (yl, y2, ... yT) to (ul, u2,

...uT). Cm using the "moving average" filter given by (7) it is straight-forward

to show that J(d) i s the determinant of a TxT lower triangular matrix with ones

along the main diagonal and (i,j)th element ~li jl, where i~j. Hence the

Jacobian of the tranaformation, J(d), is unity so that

f~(a:Y) - f(a,d:Y).

Full I4.E of the parameter vector a can be obtained from the first ordez

conditiona
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to give the ML,E a(d,y). The concentrated likelihood with respect to a is then
defined as

fc(d:Y) - f[a(d.Y)~d:Yl.

One obvious disadvantage with this approach ís that the standard errora of
the parameter estimates come from the conditional likelihood and are not
appropriate for formal inference. From Table 5 it appears that the log
likelihood is relatively flat in the range .3 G d~..6; there is also a eiear
trade off between the fractional differencing parameter d and the moving average
parameter B. As expected from the previous discusaion the point eatimate of y
and its standard error also change markedly with d. Essentially, the speed of

convergence of p to its limiting distribution is dependent on d, as we know from
theory.

Approximate HLE for the unconditional log likelihoods, for all ten
countriea are reported Sn Table 6. The most general estimated models ara
seasonal and can be described as ARFIHA (O,d,l) x(0,0,2)12 - GARCH (1,1) -
student t. The seasonal moving average parameters were necessary to account for
the signíficant seasonality, which is evident for all ten countriea, except the
US.

Certain stylized features are apparent for the estimated models in Table

6. For all three high inflation economies of Argentina, Brazil and Israel, the

estimated value of d is approximately .59. Thís implies that the inflation
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series for theae three countries has an inlfinite variance but is mean reverting

with impulee responae weighta adding to a flnite sum in the long run. Hence

ínflation for the three high lnflation economies is non stationary. Confirmation

of theae resulta was obtained by estimating aimilar models for the fírst

differenced ínflation aeriea, i.s., impoaing two unit roota in prices. The

resulting eatimated parametera were very cloae to those in Table 6; only d was

now estimated at approximately -.41. Hence there is consiatent evidence that

inflation ia integrated of order 1.59, i.e., is I(1.59) for the three high

inflation economies.

The estimated fractional differencing parameter was in the range of 0~ d

~.50 for the seven low lnflation economies; implying covariance stationarity of

the inflation procesa. Interestingly enough, the estimated standard errora of

d are relatively small and two sided confidence íntervals for d are

correspondingly tight. Only for Japan can the hypothesis that d-0 not be

rejected. Fzom Table 3, Germany as well as Japan appeared to possess a

atationary inflation procesa. The eatimated velue of d for Germany in Table 6,

ia .18 which is aignificantly different to zero and impliea some mild Long memory

features. For all other low Snflation economiea, the eatimated valuea of d are

relatively large and are clearly aigniflcantly different from zero.

The eatimated models for all ten countriea alao have atrong peraistence in

their conditional variances, as evidenced by the sum of a and ~, the GARCH

parametera, which apart from the UK, sum to at least .95. The information matrix

of this model is block diagonal between the parameters in the conditional mean

and paramaters in the conditional variance, ao that the eatimates of the GARCH

parametera do not significantly change in relatíon to the specification of the

conditional mean part of the model. The inflation data also exhibited
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considerable exceas kurtosis which necesaitated the estimtion of a student t

conditional density. The eatimated degrees of freedom parameter, u wae generally

amall for all ten countriea implying considerable departures from conditíonal

normality. Full details of all the eatimated models are available in Tieslau

(1992).

Table 8 reports llkelihood ratio teat statiatics of whether lagged

lnflation Granger causes volatility and of whether lagged volatility Granger

cauaes the mean of inflation. The firat test, where lagged lnflation ís included

in the conditíonal variance equation can be interpretated as a direct test of

Friedman's hypothesis, which states that volatility, or uncertainty increases in

high inflation regimes. The resulta in Table 8 are quite striking. For the low

inflation countriea of Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan and the US there 1a

no apparent relationship between the mean and variance of inflation. The resulta

for the US are conaistent with the findings of previous studies by Engle (1983)

and Cosimano and Jansen (1988). However, for the high inflation economiea of

Argentina, Brazil and Israel, and also surprisingly for the UK, there ia atrong

evidence of joínt feedback between the conditional mean and variance of

inflation, and hence strong support for the Friedman hypothesis.

S. Concluaion

Approximate NLE of the ARFIMA-GARCH-student t proceas has revealed

interesting similarities for ten different countriea monthly CPI inflation. The

approximate NLE provides strong evidence againat the wideapread assumption of
inflation having a unit root. Apart from Japan, which apears stationary, the
other six G7, low inflation countriea have an estimated order of integration

between .18 and .47. Our approximate NLE Lndicates relatlvely amall standard
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errors on the estimatee of tha fractional differencing parameter and indicetea

the model La significantly different from asauming I(0) or I(1) behavior. Thia

meana that an inflationary ahock will have long memory and persistence; but that

ultimately will be mean reverting. For three high inflation economies the

eatimated order of integration ia .59, which implies mean reversion, but

nonatationarity of inflation.

One of the important aspecta of fractionally integrated processas is that

they do make us, as macroeconomiets reevaluate our beliefs on the peraistence of

ahocks. The results in this atudy indicate that it is posaible to distinguish

between a procesa with a unit root and one which ia fractionally integrated.

There ia also clear evidence for the G7 countries that although inflationary

shocks have long memory they are nevertheless mean reverting.

Furthermore, all ten countries possess substantial persistence in their

condtional variancea, which are well deacribed by GARCH(1,1) processea. For the

thzee high inflatíon economies there is substantisl evidence in favor of the

Friedman hypothesis, with current high inflation tending to lead to additional

variability of inflation.

One natural question to ask is; what model or aituation could have

generated these ampirical regularities acroas countriea price aeriea? No

exiating monetary targetting rule would appear likely to generate data conaistent

with fractionally integrated inflation. The empirical regularitiea acroas

countries noted in thia study suggest the need for theoretical work to explain

thesa phenomenon.
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Table 1. Autocorzelations of Inflation Series

Country

Lag Argentina Brazíl Canada France Germany Iarael Italy Japan U.K. U.S.

1 .758 .886 .434 .428 .362 .736 .253 .121 .267 .467

2 .561 .789 .369 .169 .275 .653 .280 .092 .232 .423

3 .368 .698 .409 .120 .210 .671 .316 .180 .197 .399

4 .272 .645 .380 .088 .011 .635 .240 .036 .203 .360

5 .373 .611 .362 -.102 .063 . 658 .368 .098 .223 .316

6 .410 . 588 .288 -.077 -.026 .658 .204 .082 .313 .305

7 .464 .557 .311 -.078 -.024 .602 .310 .025 .160 .312

8 .510 .531 .349 -.022 .047 .614 .326 .166 .146 .359

9 .420 .510 .317 -.025 .000 .615 .194 .112 .210 .386

10 .355 .506 .272 .057 .044 .600 .220 -.021 .173 .349

11 .293 .531 .311 .155 .069 .575 .194 -.031 .201 .320

12 .281 .549 .419 .222 .055 .624 .370 .151 .403 .278

13 .228 .552 .286 .193 .070 .507 .229 -.076 .156 .234

14 .219 .550 .216 .113 -.016 .470 .193 -.135 .144 .180

15 .192 .512 .235 .140 .095 .456 .246 -.083 .168 .211

16 .173 .498 .225 .102 .021 .445 .188 -.019 .106 .229

17 .164 .773 .195 -.035 .184 .461 .296 -.088 .138 .160

' 18 .163 .449 .144 -.043 -.135 .487 .199 .013 .192 .129

Fírst
obs Jan 57 Jan 57 Jan 48 Jan 48 Jan 48 Jan S7 Jan 48 Jan 48 Jan 48 Jan 48

Last
obs Dec 90 Jan 91 Aug 90 Jul 90 Mar 90 Feb 91 Jun 90 Jul 90 Aug 90 Jul 90

ggy: The inflation series are defined as LOOAlogCPIt
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Table 2. Autocozzelationa of Pirat Diffarenced Inflation Sariea

Country

Iag Argentina Brazil Canada France Germany Israel Italy Japan U.K. U.S.

1 -.092 -.074 -.437 -.191 -.419 -.343 -.505 -.467 -.471 -.499

2 -.009 -.024 -.094 -.214 -.017 -.191 -.018 -.075 -.003 .112

3 -.201 -.169 .057 -.030 .063 .102 .072 .130 -.024 -.086

4 -.304 -.087 -.004 .150 -.082 -.114 -.138 -.108 -.018 .032

5 -.077 -.015 .038 -.189 .069 .047 .185 .028 -.033 -.050

6 .072 -.019 -.075 -.100 -.025 .104 -.153 .038 .160 -.013

7 .013 .002 -.018 -.018 -.054 -.130 .057 -.119 -.095 -.024

8 .281 -.024 .068 .108 .093 .021 .087 .095 -.053 .028

9 -.050 -.066 .017 -.033 -.074 .030 -.098 .058 .065 .042

10 -.008 -.151 -.070 -.050 -.012 .020 .030 -.069 -.041 -.029

11 -.104 -.094 -.072 .041 .035 -.140 -.132 -.105 -.120 .024

12 .086 .092 .222 .163 .003 .314 .209 .226 .309 .037

13 -.091 .013 -.052 .051 .089 -.151 -.070 -.094 -.161 -.034

14 .039 .204 -.084 -.151 -.035 -.044 -.052 -.065 -.025 -.089

15 -.016 -.102 .025 .062 -.134 -.005 .067 -.005 .050 .073

16 -.021 .069 .018 .082 .178 -.051 -.116 .069 -.056 .008

17 -.018 -.004 .008 -.110 -.127 -.019 .130 -.100 -.016 .084

18 -.033 -.001 -.034 -.051 .050 .159 -.064 .117 .076 -.036

ggy: The aeries are defined as 100A21ogCPIt.
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Table 3. Tests for Order of Integzation of Differsnt

Countries Inflation Series

H0: I(1)

Country Z(t ~) Z(t ) ryp
a á

H0: I(0)

n,

Argentina -4.78~~ -3.67~ 2.56~ 0.21~

Brazil -3.48~~ -2.50 1.44~~ 0.44~a

Canada -10.61~ -6.23~ 1.13~ 0.26~~`

France -12.78~~ -10.46~ 0.20 0.22~

Cernany -15.11~~ -13.12~ 0.24 0.14

Italy -15.19~~ -9.06~~ 2.70~ 0.46~

Iszael -4.51~ -3.48~ 2.16~ 0.36~
,k,t ,t,t

Japan -18.38 -15.76 0.33 0.17

UK -14.35~~ - 8.76~ 0.88~ 0.26~

US -9.64~~ - 5.66~~ 1.80~ 0.36~

ggy: Z(t ~) and Z(t ) are the Phillips Perron adjusted t statistics of the
a á

lagged dependent varíable in a regression with intercept only, and intercept and

time trend included zespectively. The .OS critical valuea for Z(t ~) and Z(t )
a á

are -2.86 and -3.41 raspectively; while the .O1 critical values are -3.43 and -

3.96 respectively.

p and ryr are the KPS test statiatics described in the text and are basedY
on reslduals from regreasions with an intercept, and intercept and tíme trend

respectively. The .OS critical values for ryp and ryr are 0.463 and 0.146

respectively; while the .O1 critical valuea are 0.739 and 0.216 respectively.

All the test statístics reported in thia table were based on Newey West

(1987) adjustments using 8 lags.

Two asterisks denote calculated test statiatics which are aignificant at

the .O1 level, while one asterisk correaponds to significance at the .OS level.
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Table 4. Autocorrelations of Filtered IIS CPI Inflation Series

lag~d 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

1 .467 .313 .121 -.028 -.142 -.231 -.302 -.360 -.409 -.451 -.499

2 .423 .353 .220 .137 .090 .067 .058 .058 .064 .073 .112

3 .399 .225 .084 .000 -.045 -.067 -.076 -.078 -.076 -.073 -.096

4 .360 .221 .095 .028 -.003 -.015 -.015 -.011 -.006 .001 .032

5 .316 .172 .046 -.020 -.050 -.060 -.061 -.057 -.051 -.046 -.050

6 .305 .185 .069 .009 -.016 -.024 -.024 -.020 -.014 -.009 -.013

7 .312 .207 .094 .034 .005 -.009 -.014 -.016 -.016 -.016 -.024

8 .359 .257 .154 .097 .006 .049 .039 .032 .027 .023 .026

9 .386 .275 .179 .125 .096 .079 .069 .061 .056 .052 .042

10 .349 .235 .132 .073 .038 .017 .003 -.008 -.016 -.022 -.029

11 .320 .242 .156 .101 .076 .062 .054 .049 .045 .042 .024

12 .278 .213 .122 .076 .054 .043 .037 .034 .031 .030 .037

13 .234 .135 .035 -.016 -.038 -.048 -.050 -.050 -.048 -.045 -.034

14 .180 .103 .001 -.050 -.074 -.083 -.086 -.086 -.084 -.082 -.089

15 .211 .187 .110 .076 .063 .060 .060 .061 .062 .063 .073

Rev: Each seziea is 100(1-L)d G log CPIt -(1-L)dyt. The CPI series were obtained from

January 1947 to September 1990 and the first 30 observations were omitted before the

autocorrelations were computed for each filtered aerias.
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Table S. Ertimated ARFIMA ( 0, d, 1) -CARCH (1, 1) - Studant t

Models for US CPI Inflation

100(1-L)d (yt - ~) ~ (1tBL)tt

atlnt-1 - cro, ct, v'1)
z 2 2ct-~taet-1 }~ot-1

.00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00

.317 .313 .317 .329 .352 .392 .470 .634 1.091 3.855 -7.460
(.019) (.029) (.046) (.076) (.129) (.225) (.404) (.753) (1.530) (2.641) (5.755)

.301 .180 .067 -.040 -.143 -.247 -.354 -. 470 -.609 -. 721 -.810
(.037) (.040) (. 042) (.043) (.045) (.047) (. 049) (.052) (. 052) (.043) (.031)

.0039 .0041 .0040 .0037 .0034 .0031 .0030 .0030 .0030 .0029 .0038
(.0019) (.0020)(.0020)(.0019) (.0018) (.0017) (.0016) (.0016) (.0016) (.0013) (.0016)

.127 .107 .089 .072 .061 .055 .052 .052 .054 .047 .046
(.038) (.038) (.037) (.034) (.031) (.029) (. 028) (.028) (. 029) (.029) (.028)

.839 .847 .861 . 879 .893 . 901 .906 . 907 .905 . 912 .898
(.042) (.048) (.050) (.049) (.046) (.043) (.041) (.041) (. 042) (.037) (.038)

12.580 11.764 10.963 10.045 9.311 8.886 8.712 8.722 8.858 8.930 8.575
(5.268) (4.746)(4.256)(3.703) (3.270) (3.032) (2.946) (2.965) (3.047) (3.047) ( 2.857)

(10) 281.09 135.67 61.97 30.40 20.50 20.52 24.54 29.93 34.56 33.94 29.02

t(10) 6.37 7.83 9.82 11.35 11.90 11.54 10.79 10.17 9.99 10.01 9.55

3 .25 .27 .28 .27 .24 .20 .17 .14 .13 .13 .11

4.61 4.55 4.53 4.56 4.59 4.61 4.59 4.55 4.50 4.60 4.68

-125.30 -91.824-72.11 -61.53 -56.91 -56.03 -57.24 -59.17 - 60.50 - 59.89 -57.84

ey;, The variable yt is defined as 100A log CPI. The statistics Q(10) and Q2(10) are the
j ung Box tests hased on the residuals and squared residuals, m3 and m4 are the sampla skewneea
~d kurtosis statistics based on the standardized reaíduals and f ia the maximized value of the
~g likelihood. All the models were estimated with their firat 30 obaervations omitted, so
nat estimation uses these valuea for initialization.
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Table 6. Eatimated ARFIMA-GASCH-Studant t]iodele for Countriea CPI Inflation

100(1-L)d (Yt-y) -(1 t~L)(1 t 91L12 t 92L24)et

it~~t-1 - t(0~ ot. Y)

2 2 2ot - ~ t aet-1 } ~ot-1
Parameter Argentina Brazil Canada France Gernany Israel Italy Japan UK US

d .598 . 595 .386 .452 .181 .591 .449 .084 .202 .475
(.086) (.061) (. 083) (.058) (.051) (.080) (.056) (.056) (.048) (.06'

p -.422 1.264 .377 .204 . 189 1.305 -.549 . 230 .306 .30E
(5.064) ( 2.631) (. 159) (.304) (, 061) (.794) ( .553) (.086) (.112) (.17E

B1

91

-.048 .003 -.237 -. 135 .108 -. 385 -.334 -.026 -. 093 -.22
(.109) (.092) (. 108) (.076) ( .063) (.267) (.103) (.077) (. 065) (.08~

.091 .105 .206 .186 .148 .295 .092 .251 .213
(.042) (.043) (.044) (.034) (.043) (.041) (.043) (.042) (.046)

.174 ---- .192 .141 .157 .224 -.193
(.040) (.036) (.028) (.031) (.033) (.035)

3.7150 . 0164 . 0025 .0007 .0008 . 1681 . 0045 .0168 . 0099 .003
(1.0088) (.0340) (.0024) (.0002) (. 0007) (. 1029) (.0037) (. 0103) (. 0100) (.001

o .961 .224 .055 .012 .038 .248 .121 .099 .046 .09~
(.255) (.150) (.026) (.005) (.015) (.097) (.040) (.033) (.029) (.035

6 .174 .820 .923 .972 .951 .778 . 881 .882 .932 .87(
(.070) (.123) (.040) (.006) (.016) (.056) (.031) (.034) (.044) (.04(

u 3.927 5.367 11.663 5.640 5.074 3.190 3.944 5.492 3.983 7.81
(1.023) (1.533) (5.183) (1.324) (1.118) (.576) (1.877) (1.231) (.719) (2.30

Q(10) 15.02 9.41 7.59 22.36 14.94 19.78 11.34 11.34 15.58 17.5

Q2(10) 12.99 4.15 9.03 7.32 5.50 8.08 9.54 6.56 6.76 15.9

m3 .63 .71 .36 .59 1.51 1.30 1.00 .94 1.13 .37

m4 4.34 7.12 3.80 5.45 12.96 8.92 6.30 7.69 7.25 4.9~

3(u-2)~(v-4) n.a. 7.39 3.78 6.66 8.59 n.a. n.a. 7.02 n.a. 4.Si

log C -1002.53 -722.12 -165.31 - 186.38 -184.67 -788.44 -412.44 -670.16 -459.50 -99.E

Rev: As for Table 6. Additionally, 3(v-2)~(u-4) is the implied kurtosis of the standardi

residusls and should be compared with m4, the sample equivalent. The statistic is i

applicable when u~ 4; otherwiae the implied kurtoais is infinite.
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Table 7. Likelihood Ratio Tests of Balationship Batveen
1[ean and Variability of Inflation, yt

(1-L)d (Yt-Y) - (1tB1L)(1t91L12~2L24)cttëat

Etl~t-1 - D(0, o~. L)

2 2 2ot - ~ t act-1 } ~ot-1 } ~t-1

LR Testa Argentina Brazil France Garmany Israel Italy Japan UK US

6-0 8.90~` 4.26~ 0.00 2.40 5.46a 0.72 1.44 3.SBa 0.40

7-0 12.92~~ 7.14~~ 1.54 0.80 10.66~ 1.12 0.44 9.12~ 1.28

Kev: yt is 100 dlog CPIt, the conditional density D is studant t for France and

Israel and is Normal otherwise. Under the null hypothesis all the teat

statistica are distributed as asymptotic Xi, random varíables. Two asterisks

denotes significance at the .O1 level and one asterisk denotea significance at

the .OS level.
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